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Abstract

A distinguishing feature of many living systems is their ability to move—to be active. Through
their motion living systems are able self-assemble: birds flock, fish school, bacteria swarm, etc. But
such behavior is not limited to living systems. Recent advances in colloid chemistry have led to
the development of synthetic, nonliving particles that are able to undergo autonomous motion by
converting chemical energy into mechanical motion and work. This intrinsic activity imparts new
behaviors to active matter that distinguish it from equilibrium systems. Active matter generates
its own internal stress, which can drive it far from equilibrium, and by so doing active matter can
control and direct its own behavior and that of its surroundings. In this talk I will discuss our
recent work on active matter and on the origin of a new source of stress that is responsible for
self-assembly and pattern formation in active matter systems.

Fig. 3 Phase diagram for phase-separating active matter [ref 2].  

3. Applications: 
3.1 Collective Behavior 
   The inherently nonequilibrium nature of active matter differentiates it from classical 
thermodynamic systems.  For example, activity and confinement play a key role for living systems 
of all scales to associate together and display collective behavior: bacteria swarms, fish schools, bird 
flocks, buffalo herds, etc. The swim pressure perspective has provided a simple model to explain the 
phase separation of active particles into dense clusters and dilute regions, as shown in Fig. 3 [refs. 
1-3]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2 Rheology of Active Matter 
   Furthermore, activity modifies the effective rheology of an active suspension in a profound way. 
The effective viscosity of ‘pusher’ bacteria has been reported to be significantly lower than the pure 
solvent viscosity (activity-induced ‘thinning’) [refs. 9,10], whereas ‘puller’ microalgae increase the 
effective viscosity as a result of active swimming (activity-induced ‘thickening’) [refs. 10,11].  
Researchers have also observed the emergence of zero effective viscosity of E coli suspensions [ref. 
12]. The swim pressure perspective and microrheology can be used to analyze the rheological 
response of active matter systems subjected to equilibrium or nonequilibrium forcing.  
 
3.3 Active Polymers? 
   Finally, what new phenomena are possible by combing activity and polymers? Say, a polymer 
composed of active elements? Or active particles linked together as in a polymer chain?  How do 
the chain size and radius of gyration depend on activity [ref. 13]?  How does a soft polymer gel 
respond when loaded with active particles [ref. 14]?  How will a conventional polymer behave in a 
sea of active particles [refs. 15,16]? 
  

Figure 1: Athermal phase separation of active matter. (Adapted from Takatori & Brady PRE (2015).)


